Present:  Donnelly Amico, Deputy Municipal Clerk  
Kimberly Reece, LPD Records Clerk

Donnelly Amico opened the meeting at 10: 00 am and announced that we were here to conduct a vendor lottery for our five vendor licenses that are available. Twelve vendors have applied so in order to be fair we have to conduct a lottery to choose our five vendors. She stated that she will call the twelve names in order from 1 through 12 according to the lottery picks. The first five will receive the licenses. If for some reason one of the five cannot take the license we will move down to number 6 and so on.

Kimberly Reece read the names from the list of the vendors that applied. She then picked from the basket the following twelve vendors in order:

1. Zachary Catanzaro-Pied Piper Ice Cream/Sam I Am
2. Peter Hamouroudis-Cool Concessions
3. Ryan Pearce-Ryans Ice Cream
4. Chris Cipollene-Fiorentino, Michael/Yum-Yum
5. Patrick McCracken-Pats Ice Cream
6. Jonathan Sands-Shorline Concessions
7. Vincent Catanzaro-Sweet Sugar Lady
8. Ryan Downie-Ensign Ice Cream
9. Catherine Cassidy-Kona Ice
10. Alfred Pandola-Michelle’s Treats
11. John King-Kings Kone
12. Michael Muir-Tino’s Ice Cream

Donnelly Amico announced that if for some reason one of the five vendors cannot comply with the ordinance we will then move down the list and number 6 will be notified. The vendor lottery was adjourned at 10:12 am.

CERTIFICATION

I, DONNELLY AMICO, Deputy Municipal Clerk of the Borough of Lavallette, County of Ocean, State of New Jersey do hereby attest these to be a true copy of Minutes of the Vendor Lottery held on the 4th day of April 2011

________________________________________
Donnelly Amico
Deputy Municipal Clerk